Name: ______________________

Brain Games
Background Information:
Have you ever heard of the word ‘neuroplasticity’? Does it mean our brains are made of
plastic? Of course not! Neuroplasticity is the lifelong ability of the brain to reorganize
neural pathways based on new experiences. It is what learning is all about. As you gain new
knowledge, the brain must undergo persistent functional changes.
To illustrate neuroplasticity, imagine making an impression of a coin in a lump of clay. In
order for the impression of the coin
coin to appear in the clay, changes must occur in the clay—
clay—the
shape of the clay changes as the coin is pressed into the clay. Similarly, the neural circuitry
in the brain must reorganize and make new connections in response to your new experience
or sensory
sensory stimulation.
Activity:
You are going to expand your neuroplasticity by completing some Brain Games. Listed
below is a list and link to the games. You must complete at least 3 games. Have fun
working your memory and problemproblem-solving and language skills
skills with these new online
games. Adjust the game to your skill level and see how you rate next to top players.

Countdown
Choose the correct combination of numbers and functions to calculate a target answer.

The Right Word
Improve your vocabulary by matching words with their correct definitions.

Name: ______________________

Private Eye
Sharpen your analytic skills by figuring out which letter or symbol doesn’t belong.

Shapes and Colors
Boost your concentration by memorizing and then finding shapes.

Split Words
Hone your language skills with this puzzle.

Writing in the Stars
Work your problem-solving abilities with this new twist on the crossword puzzle.

Name: ______________________

Entangled Figures
Keep your brain in shape by identifying elements of a jumbled object.

The Squeaking Mouse
Strengthen your visual and auditory memory by matching animals with their calls.
Questions:
1. Why can these brain games be considered to be exercises for the brain?

2. Why is neuroplasticity very important to one’s health? Be specific and use an
example.

